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Reference rot degrades information
preservation and induces the loss
of intellectual integrity
JAIME A. TEIXEIRA DA SILVA1

Abstract
The age of open access has ushered in a greater desire to cross-cite information from a multitude of sources, some of which may have a determined fate and life cycle. Information insecurity caused by the loss or
transposition of information also negatively impacts information integrity by reducing its use and usefulness.
Reference rot refers to the phenomenon in which the link to a web resource or journal article URL no longer
functions, revealing instead a “404 not found” error message. Reference rot can reduce the reliability and
usefulness of a manuscript because access to information supporting claims and/or positions within a paper
cease to exist. Academic papers carry a complex mixture of information that is derived from a multitude of
sources. Collectively, they ensure a paper’s health and functionality, aspects that fade as access to supporting information becomes truncated, i.e., reference rot, ultimately reducing the usefulness of the academic
paper, and making it, and its claims, unreliable. Although it is a cumbersome task, as the curators of academic
and scientific information, extant journals and their editors should revisit URLs in the reference lists regularly
to update any broken links or URLs, and correct reference lists accordingly. This laborious task should involve
close coordination between editors and authors to ensure, as best as possible, the sustained integrity of
citations and thus the information backbone of a manuscript. An academic paper with a strong, or fortified,
citation base, has greater information integrity, reliability and use for science and society.
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Dear Epistēmēs Metron Logos Editors,
References and citations do not exist in a vacuum: information links
The world of open access (OA) has opened up
academia to a world of opportunities, but has
also left it vulnerable to a parallel world of threats
(Al-Khatib and Teixeira da Silva, 2017). These
threats have exposed academics, their institu-
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tions and their funders to an unimaginable range
of predatory and exploitative tactics (Teixeira da
Silva et al., 2019). When academics are under
threat, then so too are academia and academic
societies (Hewitt et al., 2017). While open knowledge has certainly empowered the sharing and
creation of new knowledge, leading to its greater democratization (Holbrook, 2019), like many
societal ills, it has also attracted the attention of
abusive and disruptive elements that threaten its
integrity. One way in which the exploitation of the
“open” brand is taking place in the gold OA model
is by unabated and unregulated mining of wealth
under the pretext of the “goodness” that comes
from all academics being able to see and access
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information “freely” and openly, but with a catch,
article publishing charges (APCs).
Despite this tectonic shift to an increasingly profitable APC-based business model (Björk,
2017), and the deafening clamors by the same OA
proponents to make OA an integrity-based open
science model supported by artificial intelligence
(AI) (Burgelman et al., 2019), these tactics may
simply be a well-greased marketing-based ruse to
extract more wealth, for there is much of it to be
extracted from academia. Somewhere along that
road to wealth and “openness”, in their quest for
“fool’s gold”, OA policy-makers and thought-leaders curiously seem to have – perhaps conveniently – overlooked basic fundamental aspects of
transparency regarding APCs (Teixeira da Silva,
2020a). Salvation from this self-imprisoning and
exploitative information ecosystem could be as
diamond or platinum OA (Hiemstra et al., 2020),
which incurs no costs to academic institutes or
taxes on authors for their intellectual contribution, but which, by virtue of real operation costs,
is not a sustainable publishing model, and there
is always the risk of imminent collapse. Another
risk of APC hyperinflation (Khoo, 2019) at the expense of intellectual deflation is the loss of information, which can be as spontaneous as it can
be induced.
While most of these pro-open movements
advocate, almost in a state of blind mesmerization, growth, expansion, fortification and diversification, almost oblivious of the true weighting of
these costs, a blind spot is getting increasingly
larger: the loss of information. OA proponents
will surely argue that greater access to information is of benefit to society, but insufficient attention is being paid to the loss of information, and
the concurrent impact on integrity caused by that
loss. Is all information useful, is all information
valid, and does all information have integrity?
While this topic in itself would likely fill the pages
of volumes of books, turning to humanity’s current predicament, COVID-19, provides a perfect
example to appreciate the melting pot of degrading values in information safety (i.e., misinformation) and integrity (i.e., fake or pseudo-science)
amidst a clamor for more stringent information
integrity (Teixeira da Silva, 2020b).
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At this crossroad between information integrity and preservation, a key question needs to be
asked: should the loss of useful information be
given equal status and emotive attention as the
loss of useless information? If information could
be simply characterized into a bimodal state, as
true or false or a binary 0 or 1, then it would be so
easy to separate the wheat (useful information)
from the chaff (useless information). Yet, in the
OA cloud, wheat and chaff are mixed, and truth
and false exist in many overlapping shades, making their distinction imprecise, if not impossible
(Sanbonmatsu and Johnston, 2019). It would be
easy to emotively argue for – on one extreme –
the loss of information that is false (misinformation), deceitful, fraudulent, insulting or opaque,
or – on the other extreme – for the preservation
of “sound” information. Yet, the existence of imprecisions – perhaps hidden or undiscovered – in
the latter body of intellect could reverse its characterization, placing it into the same category as
the former set of information. Thereby, by a mere
transition of intellectual status, information’s security is endangered and its integrity is threatened. Even so, while information security and integrity are collated, they have distinct phenomena
with equally distinct fortification measures (Clarkson and Schneider, 2015; Chatzikokolakis, 2018).
While few might advocate for the preservation of
“bad science”, even fewer should advocate for the
irretrievable loss of information.
In academic publishing, the intersection between threats to information security and validity,
and a non-ethics-based appreciation of integrity,
appears to have received little attention, apart
from the field of “predatory publishing” (Teixeira
da Silva et al., 2019). However, the loss of information due to the failure of AI, in turn caused or
spurred by human fallibility, might trigger a new
cycle of technology panic (Orben, 2020) and a
veritable crisis may arise, not unlike the current
crisis in trust caused by theoretical lapses, leaving academia in desperate need of an epistemological revolution (van Rooij and Baggio, 2020).
Within this prism of evolving and devolving information where integrity and security are fluid,
in part the result of a mix of intellectual strife, opportunism, carelessness and detachment, even as
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both useful and useless information get rewarded, that academics find themselves in a practical
bind. It is very frustrating for scholars to turn to
a source of information, either as a reference or
website link, only to find that it no longer exists, or
to realize that the link is dead, and to be met with a
“404 not found” error message. Sometimes there
are valid reasons for spasmodic access to defunct links, including websites that have migrated,
whose servers have been modified, delisting from
indexed sites, the discontinuation of a journal and
its host website (Laakso et al., 2020), or more nefarious reasons, such as the need to change or
shut down a website in response to a journal hijacking (Trapp, 2020). Except for erroneously typed
uniform resource locator (URL) addresses that will
undoubtedly reveal a 404 error, the vast majority of
such dead links are unexpected events that even
authors who originally cite them cannot envision,
or prevent. In some ways, these dead links reveal
a wider failure in the dynamics of human-created
technological development (Lorenz, 2017), namely the inability of AI to detect and automatically
correct errors that were created by humans but
supported by AI-supported publishing-based technologies. For this reason, academics need to select very carefully the sources of their information
(Nicholas et al., 2015), keeping in mind that URLbased links and sources could change, or vanish,
at any instant.
Citation practices not only speak to the great
care that academics need to have when selecting
sources of information, especially those that are
exclusively online, but to a wider ill in the culture
of academic publishing, namely the phenomenon of the pressure felt by academics to publish
quickly and in greater volumes, either to meet
peer pressure or to satisfy work-related expectations (Frith, 2020). The latter “pressure” may lead
academics to adopt lax rigor in their selection of
literature as a result of the unavailability of sufficient support, help infrastructure, or advice (Giblin et al., 2021), and insert sources of information
that might not be reliable simply because they are
under pressure to offer a citation for any and all
claims in a paper, or to select legitimate sources
that, through no fault of their own, simply vanish
due to technological failure.

Reference Rot

Reference rot: the intersection between citation
invalidation and information degradation
The term “reference rot” (RR), which can be applied to both journal references and web resources, was coined to represent two events: link rot, in
which the content of a reference can no longer be
accessed since the URL, or uniform resource identifier (URI) is no longer functional, or content drift,
in which the content at a specified URI changes
over time and no longer represents the original
content (Klein et al., 2014). RR threatens the integrity of the scholarly record and is not merely a nuisance or irritant to academics because it disrupts
information flow and access to knowledge. This
threat caused by RR is expected to get larger as
OA expands and online content grows, stressing
the need for the long-term digital preservation of
scholarly content (Kirchhoff, 2008; Lynch, 2017).
Select attempts have been made to quantify
RR. Klein et al. (2014) examined RR frequency in
a 15-year period (1997-2012) in more than 3.5 million articles derived from arXiv, Elsevier, and PubMed Central, 1.8 million of which referenced in
excess of 1 million web resources. They found that
the incidence of RR from these three sources was
13%, 22%, and 14% in 2012, 18%, 41%, and 36% in
2005, and 34%, 66%, and 80% in 1997, respectively,
showing a massive increase over time. There was
34.1% RR in Emergency Medicine Australasia papers (2010-2014) (O’Connor and O’Connor, 2015),
34.0% RR in Irish Medical Journal papers (20132017) (O’Connor and O’Connor, 2018), and 27.3%
RR after 13-25 months in URLs of 2013 International Urogynecology Journal papers (Riss, 2015).
These findings suggest that information in these
references and journals becomes increasingly unreliable over time due to RR, so access to information originally held in links from reference lists can
no longer be reliably accessed. This in turn reduces the integrity of papers that suffer from RR, and
limits their usefulness and ability to be cited.
In the context of information erosion, it is understandable that, over time, that some – maybe
even many – URLs and URIs in academic papers,
including in their reference lists and footnotes,
may change location, or disappear altogether. Although this is not a common academic require-
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ment of editors (Teixeira da Silva and Dobránszki,
2018), as journal integrity gate-keepers, it is incumbent upon editors and journals/publishers to
regularly (for example, annually) revisit their published literature in extant journals to ensure that
RR and content drift has not occurred, perhaps by
assigning a digital object identifier (DOI) to each
URL/URI and to archive papers upon submission
(Burnhill et al., 2015). In the face of RR, editors
should issue an erratum that updates, or annuls,
cases of RR so as to fortify the integrity of the
published literature, although such a correction of
the literature may become very cumbersome if RR
occurs periodically, so suitable solutions that address this issue are needed. One way to achieve
the posterity of information is through the archival
of a website on platforms such as the Internet Archive (https://archive.org/index.php) or CLOCKSS
(https://clockss.org/). There is also the need to
develop digital libraries that are able to trace the
flow of information, as part of its integrity management (Hedin et al., 2017).
Academic citation practices, like many fields of
study in academia, are in a dynamic state of change
(Hyland and Jiang, 2019), and the ease with which
information can be digitally cross-linked to other
sources of information, either through simple web
searches such as on Google or Google Scholar, or
refined searches on dedicated information-centralized platforms and databases like PubMed, Web
of Science or Scopus, has fortified the growth of
academic knowledge and empowered academics
to seek and share knowledge in unlimited and unfiltered ways, even more so in an OA playing field.
Valid information in a link today can, by human
fallibility and technological (AI) failure, be invalid
tomorrow. Unlike ethics-based threats to the integrity of the literature that rely on deceitful practices
to delegitimize academic publishing, such as paper mills (Teixeira da Silva, 2021) or the creation of
fake identities (or their creators) with the purposeful intent of abusing scholarly trust and denigrating academic publishing value systems (Teixeira
da Silva, 2020c), RR is a unique technology-based
degradation of academic publishing’s integrity, but
that relies on human failure to correct it. While the
former cases of ethics-based threats to academia’s integrity are voluntarily induced, the latter case
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(RR) is involuntary. In either case, robust solutions
to digital preservation (Lynch, 2017) can only arise
when human intelligence and AI combine to resolve these issues while removing the threats, or
offering solutions to protect academia while ensuring or fortifying the integrity of the literature.
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